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2018 Statutory Holidays 
 

 

                 Monday         February 19            Family Day 

                  Friday            March 30                Good Friday 

                  Monday         May 21                   Victoria Day 
 

If you plan to take additional days off to extend a long weekend, you need to let 

parents using care know in writing at least 2 weeks prior to your planned absence 

so they can arrange backup care. 

 Child Guidance Policy Review 
 

 

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE CHILD GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES 
 

Discipline is a designed to tech co-operation and mutual respect.  It requires attention to be given to the whole relationship 

between the provider and child.  Discipline comes from the word “disciple.” Meaning follower or learner and includes 

modelling or setting an example of the behaviour the adult wants the child to learn.  Discipline requires an attitude of 

calmness, consistency and commitment.  Good discipline practices promote a sense of self-worth in the child.  A child needs to feel 

valued and competent. Many behaviour difficulties will be reduced or disappear when children feel heard and understood. A 

positive climate for discipline develops when the provider is sensitive and responsive to a child’s feelings, gives a child individual 

attention each day and comments on positive behaviour and efforts made.  The child’s dignity is respected when a distinction is 

made between the child as a person and his behaviour.  Example: behaviour may be inappropriate but the child is not a “bad” child. 

Providers must be consistent in the discipline techniques used with their own children and the day home children, e.g. She should 

not spank her own children.  It is the provider’s responsibility to ensure her husband and any other person in the home follows 

agency standards in disciplining children.   
 

Positive Guidance Techniques ~ Keep limits and rules to a minimum and state them kindly and firmly.  A child may dislike 

limits but he/she needs to know what they are and that the provider will ensure they are enforced.  Discuss with parents so you are 

using the same methods, CONSISTENCY IS THE KEY.  

- Be specific, state what you want the child to do. – Limits and rules should take in consideration the age and capability of the child, 

make allowances for individual differences in children. - Give reasonable explanations when possible - do not justify or argue with a 

child. - Use a pleasant but firm voice and speak to a child at eye level. -  Give the child real choices and be prepared to follow 

through with his/her choices e.g. “you may sit quietly while I read the story or you may do a puzzle” – ensure the child is listening 

before giving directions. – Limit the number of directions to 1 or 2 so the child does not become confused. – Give children warning 

when you want them to do something different. This is called a transition. E.g. “We will put the toys away in five minutes so we can 

get ready for lunch.” – Give the child as little attention as possible to behaviour you want to stop.  If at all possible redirect the child 

to another activity. – A child should know that it is alright to feel angry but must understand the provider will not allow him/her to 

hurt themselves, other people or property. – If it becomes necessary to move a child from a certain activity or take away a privilege, 

explain what he has done wrong and what her/she may do to continue with the activity or regain the privilege e.g. “you may come 

back when you are ready to play without hitting Mary.” This is called time away. DO NOT isolate a child, this is called time out and 

NOT allowed.  – PLAN AHEAD!  Ensure the child gets nutritious food, adequate rest and is in good health.  Provide activities 

suited to the age ability and interests of the child.  Be flexible and adapt activities as circumstances change.  Arrange play space 

thoughtfully. Provide child accessible storage for play materials. Avoid leaving irreplaceable items within reach of children.  
 

UNACCEPTABLE APPROACHES ARE AS FOLLOWS 

Physical or emotional punishments must not be used in family day homes.  Unacceptable approaches to managing a child’s 

behaviour include slapping, shaking, spanking, ridiculing, threatening, withholding food, put downs, judgmental comments, 

swearing and time out.  All physical accusations are investigated and could result in police action and a provider being 

charged with ABUSE. 

 

Your consultant will bring out the 

2017 tax statements for both you and 

parents.  Please let parents know what 

is in the envelope when handed to 

them.  Do not place it into a child’s 

bag.  

$5.00 will be charged to replace a 

statement.  

Happy Family Day 



 

Accreditation Goals 
 

Please have your goals completed by February 2018. 

Standard 1.1(d) - Provide opportunities for children to demonstrate their independence.                                       

Visible ways to meet the Standard    

Independence contributes to the development of self-esteem, identity and wellbeing. When 

children do something for themselves it produces a powerful sense of achievement and success. 

When children have opportunities to make choices, to attempt tasks for themselves, and to take 

on increasing responsibilities, their sense of themselves as competent members of society grows.   

One way to increase responsibility is to support self help skills surrounding personal care.  

Washroom routines, hand & face washing routines, and brushing teeth are daily skills children can 

begin learning early and will help establish life long self care basics. Each child should have their 

own labeled container or bag, with their own-labeled personal items.  Having a comb/brush, face 

cloth, hand towel, toothbrush, and toothpaste, are key elements needed to complete daily self-care 

routines.  As a child’s ability to complete tasks more independently so will their understanding of 

how these routines assist with their wellbeing and self-esteem.    

Encourage children to make choices and explore personal interests: Allowing children to make 

choices for themselves, is an important step towards encouraging independence.  

Place materials/toys/games/puzzles/books all on low open shelves and label bins with words and 

pictures for ease of access and to minimize the need for adult assistance to help promote a child’s 

ability to resource their own learning independently and successfully.  You can also allow choice 

surrounding meals.  Serve meals family style and allow children to serve themselves.  It is important 

to provide child friendly utensils and dishes.  Provide a small pitcher for pouring, small plates and 

bowls so they are easier to pass or handle.                          

An environment without choices quickly becomes institutional; the exact opposite of what we want 

for children, families and for ourselves.                                                     

When introducing children to ‘choice’ it can be helpful to start with a small number of options. As 

children get used to making their own decisions then the number of options provided can be increased.                                                              

Another way to develop independence is through providing real tasks and challenges that allow 

children to attempt difficult and challenging work. Experiences that are not simple and that require 

practice and perseverance help children to become resilient and provide a sense of tremendous 

achievement. Using a broom and dust-pan, cooking, gardening, woodworking, ice carving, all examples 

of experiences that provide opportunities to use real tools or utensils and complete real ‘adult’ work. 

The sense of satisfaction that comes from doing something ‘grown up’ is hard to overestimate. What a 

wonderful opportunity for children to demonstrate independence and competence as well as to feel 

powerful and successful.                                                                                                                   

Value children’s opinions, ideas and perspectives. When children have a say in what is going on around 

them, they start to develop the sense that their ideas and opinions matter. 

We can encourage children’s sense of belonging by welcoming and responding thoughtfully and 

respectfully to their questions and ideas and, where possible, incorporating their ideas and suggestions 

when we plan and implement experiences. We have a responsibility to respond to 

what children are telling us—both directly and through their behaviour and 

actions. Reading children’s cues and responding to them is an important skill, 

especially the case with very young children who may not be able to 

communicate their needs and wishes verbally. (Early Childhood Australia)                                                                       

earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/nqsplp/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/NQS_PLP_E-

Newsletter_No64.pdf 

 

DO NOT DO FOR CHILDREN 

WHAT THEY CAN DO FOR 

THEMSELVES. 



1.4(c) Encourage environmentally responsible practice to promote children’s connections with the natural world.  
 

Teaching children to have respect and appreciation for our natural environment is an important part of early childhood 

education. 
 

Visible ways to meet the Standard.   You can assist children to learn about and experience the environment by:   
 

Provide inside and outside environments that include a variety of plants and animals. You may choose 

to introduce a fish tank and potted plants inside and encourage the children to help establish and care for 

the new arrivals. Outside planting a container garden or a vegetable patch, a worm farm compost or 

make a native bird feeder, to promote a range of experiences and learning opportunities.   

Where possible use natural materials to set up play areas, wooden barriers, pebbles and bark make great 

natural dividers and are much more attractive than plastic. Twigs and leaves also make interesting items 

to paint with and can be used as adornments in play dough creations.  
 

 

Encourage children to go treasure hunting in 

the yard for leaves, seeds, twigs, feathers, snail shells bark and other 

natural objects to use for collage and sorting games. Treasure hunts 

can also be used to identify and learn about insects and birds and what 

role they play.  

 
 

 
 

Remember to teach children about the correct way to handle insects and living creatures, teach about looking not touching and 

about the importance of respecting natural life.  
 

Facilitate spontaneous natural learning experiences by creating teaching opportunities initiated by 

the environment. For example if the kids spots a butterfly, a Blue Jay or a brightly coloured flower 

take the opportunity to hold a discussion about the item, consider following through in the art 

corner or looking for a story about the particular subject at hand. Seasonal experiences such as hail, 

buds in spring and leaves falling in autumn are also useful catalysts. 
 

Promote knowledge about sustainability by creating opportunities for children to involve 

themselves in small actions that make a difference, such as setting up recycling bins and teach what 

can be recycled or repurposed. 

 

Ask families to contribute items like old magazines, greeting cards, 

bottle tops, cardboard boxes, cardboard tubes, buttons, fabric, and so 

on, to be used for art activities or in your building centre. 

In the Spirit of Giving . . .  
North Edmonton Family Day Home Agency is excited to announce a group participation 

opportunity to provide support for impoverished children and families globally.   HOW?  By 

partnering with World Vision and collecting donations to choose items that are needed and identified in the World Vision Gift 

giving catalogue.  The catalogue contains items that would support the needs of a child, family and community. Example of a gift 

in the catalogue: goats and chickens for milk and eggs, stock for a medical clinic, provide clean water, or education or life saving 

nutrition.  Depending on how much is raised would depend on what we would choose from the catalogue. What we do know is that 

every donation no matter the amount will be put towards one or more of these great gifts. 
 

World Vision is a global Christian relief, development and advocacy organization working to create lasting change in the lives of 

children, families and communities to overcome poverty and injustice. Inspired by Christian values, World Vision is dedicated to 

working with the world’s most vulnerable people regardless of religion, race, ethnicity or gender. Today World Vision is helping in 

counties all around the world.  
 

Participating in this global social awareness project teaches us that together we can make a change in a child’s life.  
 

NEFDHA will match donations up to $750.00.   

How can you participate?  

You may wish to donate through a payroll deduction.  Fill out the form on the back page with the amount you wish to donate 

and have deducted from your.  

Have children participate by doing age appropriate projects to raise money to donate.  Ask family and friends to donate.  

Talk with families in care about the project and invite them to participate by donating.  Donations will be collected from 

now until March 15, 2018. 



 

Tour of Homes 
 

21 of our day homes throughout the city have 

generously agreed to open their home for other providers to 

visit and view their set up.  

One group of homes will be opened for two hours in the 

morning and a second set of homes will be opened for two 

hours in the afternoon.  This will allow the provider’s whose 

homes are opened either in the morning or the afternoon to also 

have an opportunity to view a few homes. 

The city will be divided into three areas so providers can make 

good use of their time and visit homes in one area. 

The time and addresses of day homes opened will be 

electronically shared with those wishing to participate.  

The list will also be posted in the “Resources” page on 

the website (for provider’s only) 

Please call the agency to register, please leave your email 

address.  

 February 24, 2018 

 

Congratulations! 
 

The following providers are celebrating their 

anniversaries with NEFDHA in February. 

Thank you for your gift of CARE. 
 

    Robin Wheatly               25 Years                

    Alexis Harrogate            24 Years 

    Claudia Murga              15 Years 

    Sabahat Sajid  8   Years 

    Liliana Bravo                 5   Years     

    Monica Kua  5   Years 

    Lucy Puente  5   Years 

    Jessika Kumar  4   Years 
     

March Workshop 

                        Caring Relationships  
 

Includes Social, Emotional, Wellbeing and 

Inclusion  
 

Date: Tuesday March 20 

Time: 7-9 pm 

Location: TBA 
 

Presenter: Gina Blank (from GRIT) 
 

Gina has a B.Sc. in Psychology, and a M.Ed. in General 

Special Education. Gina assists educators have to have 

strong, caring relationships and high quality playrooms that 

include all children and families.  
 

She has worked with young children and their families for 

over fifteen years.  
 

(The GRIT Program) Getting Ready for Inclusion Today, GRIT, 

is an exemplary, non-profit, inclusive early childhood education 

program.    

 

In The Spirit of Giving 
 

 

I _________________________________________, authorize North Edmonton Family Day Home  

                                      Please Print  
 

Agency to make a payroll deduction in the amount of $_____________________ This amount is my  

 
 

donation to purchase a gift(s) from the World Vision Catalogue. 
 

                     

 

____________________                               ____________________________________________ 

                    Date                                                                               Signature 

Cut and send to the agency with your timesheet. 

Feed Corn for Your Sensory Bin 
 

The agency is making available to providers 5kg of feed 

corn as a base for a sensory bin.  

The cost of the bag is $5.00.  

If you are interested please let 

your consultant know that you 

would like a bag. 

Icy Walks 
 

With the beautiful weather we 

have been having the sidewalks 

have been covered with water as 

the snow melts during the day and 

then freeze at night making it 

extremely slippery.  Please ensure 

your walkways and driveways are 

free of ice.   

 

Always believe something 

wonderful is about to happen! 



Debi shared information on 

Accreditation Standards with 

over 100 providers at   

the January 2Oth workshop. 

Krista shared more information 

about our World Vision Project. 

Tammy and Melissa shared information on Sensory materials. 
 

The agency has sensory bins for providers to borrow. 

Diversity resources can be borrowed 

from the agency. 
 

Providers shared ways they show the 

diversity they see in their homes, 

from posters about the children and 

families, to books, and props. 

Lisa and Ala shared information on a variety of 

light sources and the many materials that could be 

used for light provocations (interest). 
 

The right kind of lighting welcomes children into 

the environment. 

An information centre or bulletin board 

in your entry is a great way to share 

current information with parents.   
 

The area should be professional looking, 

visually appealing and only contain 

information that changes regularly.   



 

Community Events 

January 25 – February 4: Ice on Whyte Festival Come out and have some winter fun on the Giant 

Ice slide, visit the interactive Kids Zone and enjoy the International Ice Carving Competition, 

outdoor games, live music, food, fashion, hot beverages, skating and much more iceonwhyte.ca  

February 9 – 19: Silver Skate Festival   Hawrelak Park is home to a FREE 

outdoor winter festival with snow sculptures, jam-can curling, magical folk 

trails, live entertainment, a re sculpture and skating with FREE 

skates          Call 780-488-1960 or silverskatefestival.org  

February 19: Family Day at the Legislature is Alberta’s FREE capital Family Day event at 

the Alberta Legislature Indoor and outdoor activities to keep the whole family entertained 

assembly.ab.ca/visitor/annualevents.html  

Edmonton Valley Zoo Bundle up your family and «Get Closer» 

this Family Day! Indoors or outdoors, enjoy «arctic» activities and 

games throughout the zoo. Cosy up next to a campfire, learn why 

the zoo is an Arctic Ambassador for Polar Bears International and 

visit our free photo booth to take home a family memory! General 

Admission applies. For more information about the Edmonton 

Valley Zoo, please visit valleyzoo.ca. 

Family Day Festivities 
February 19, 2018 

 

Looking for Family Day More Events in your community” 

 

http://edmonton.carpediem.cd/events/?dt=19.02.2018 


